
20 REASONS TO BE CONFIDENT
IN THE LEXIS ADVANCE® SERVICE

Important facts about your Lexis Advance subscription

The Lexis Advance® research solution gives you quick access to favorite features and sources that lexis.com® customers 

have relied on most. But you’ll get much more than migrated sources and features. 

With better, newer technology offering capabilities that were unheard of when older platforms were designed, every 

Lexis Advance plan brings all subscribers better legal research: Faster, simpler ways to cover more sources, dig 

deeper, analyze large data sets and even predict the next best steps. 

Here are 20 enhancements Lexis Advance offers you: (Ask your LexisNexis® account representative about more!)

Lexis Advance®

 Search Term Maps. 

Uncover your best case 

faster with this proprietary, 

patent-pending feature that 

displays color-coded search 

words as markers in case-law 

search results—and in full-

text documents. It’s easy to see where search hits cluster. 

 Lex Machina® analysis—no extra charge. Select 

a Lex Machina link and preview a judge’s ruling 

tendencies and history in easy-to-understand charts. 

Lex Machina subscribers can sign in for more analysis.

 Enhanced Shepard’s® 

Citations Service. 

Reveal the impact of 

citing decisions faster. 

The exclusive Shepard’s 

Graphical view on Lexis 

Advance outlines citing 

history in an easy-to-read, 

color-coded grid. Plus, 

the Shepard’s Preview 

pane (shown right) in 

full-text cases helps you 

spot issues faster—and 

now the exclusive Reason 

for Shepard’s Signal™ feature takes you to the citing 

passage that influenced the signal most.

 Legislative Outlook. 

See the probability 

your bill will pass. Lexis 

Advance Legislative 

Outlook uses predictive 

analysis and data 

visualization tools to help 

you forecast your next best steps.



 State Court Trial Orders. Find more than 1.4 million 

orders from 45 states, the largest online collection. 

Gauge how a court of original jurisdiction treats 

recurring issues or matters of first impression.

 Mobile technology. No matter how many devices 

you use, keep all the analyses and insights at hand, 

across all devices. Lexis Advance screens adapt 

automatically to accommodate your best view. No 

app needed.

 Apple® apps. If you prefer apps, our award-winning 

Apple iPad® and iPhone® apps set the standard for legal 

research on the go, including offline access that easily 

syncs with your online folders.

 Legal Issue Trail™. Find 

case connections you can’t 

see anywhere else. Select 

an issue in your case and 

retrieve other cases that cite to that specific issue. 

 Legal Topic Summaries. Link to burden of proof and 

standards of review—in one document on your legal 

issue. Plus, get links to seminal cases and more.  

 Enhanced Alerts. One Lexis Advance Alert covers 

all content types. Review via email or online to get all 

available updates.

 Work Folders. Store, organize and share 

documents. Access saved documents and annotate 

them on your mobile device. Access any in-plan 

document you have saved to a folder for 364 days 

without incurring a “use charge.”

 Extended History for 90 days. Find documents 

reviewed, results emailed and much more.

 Expand research by comparing results. Search- and 

document-compare features in History bring you more 

relevant results. No need to develop new searches.

 Favorites. The Favorites 

pods on the Lexis Advance 

home page and practice 

centers store your recently 

used sources, legal topics 

and even search filters you have tagged as favorites. 

 Explore Content. Search across content types—no 

source selection needed. Or use the Explore Content 

feature to select sources screen by screen.

 Search suggestions. Start entering a search in the 

Red Search Box, and Lexis Advance offers suggestions—

sources (including 900+ group sources), full-text      

cases and popular statutes—even legal phrases to add 

to your search.

 Advanced Search forms. Let Lexis Advance build 

your powerful search for dozens of content types. Just 

fill in the blanks with what you know and go.

 Westlaw® cites. Enter a Westlaw cite; get a document. 

Westlaw cites are not recognized on lexis.com. 

 Training & support. Select Lexis Advance training 
your way, too! Tap into Lexis Advance training tools, 

such as short how-to videos, whenever it’s convenient. 

The Lexis Advance Support & Training site also offers 

telephonic training registration. Need help right away 
while you’re using Lexis Advance? Take advantage of 

Live Chat with Customer Support.

 One ID and password … integrated solutions. 

That means you keep the same Lexis Advance ID 

and password and move among many specialized 

Lexis Advance solutions without added authentication. 

Keep—and share—valuable facts you find in one set of 

online Work Folders, and use one History to return to 

research across solutions.
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For more details or reasons for 
confidence in Lexis Advance, contact 
your LexisNexis® representative or 
call LexisNexis Customer Support at                                                            
8 0 0 -5 4 3 - 6 8 62

http://www.lexisnexis.com/en-us/support/lexis-advance/default.page

